The search for central exclusive production of muon pairs is performed using the LHCb data acquired on 2011 ( √ s = 7 TeV) and 2012 ( √ s = 8 TeV). Preliminary measurements of cross section using these samples are showed and a first comparison with theoretical previews is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Central Exclusive Production (CEP) processes represent a very clean environment to study fundamental interactions [1] . The CEP of any particle or group of particles (X) in a pp collision is expressed by the reaction:
where the plus signals symbolize rapidity gaps (y = 1 2 ln E+pzc E−pzc ). In these gaps no detector activity is expected as the products of the process are the (intact) protons (mainly on beam pipe) and X in the central rapidity range.
For the protons remain intacts the interaction between them must be the exchange of a colour singlet object without exchange of eletric charge and isospin. Two interactions satisfy these requirements: exchange of photons or double exchange of gluons [2] . Mainly lepton pairs are the products of photon induced CEP [3] . In the double gluon exchange even vector mesons are possible to be produced.
We begun our research looking for CEP of muon pairs. In a second phase we are searching for double vector meson CEP (J/ψ + φ). The results coming from the second one can answer questions about QCD dynamics, namely parton saturation. In both cases we are interested in measuring the cross sections of production. The Feynman diagrams for both productions are represented on Figure 1 . 
A. Detector
The LHCb is one of the big four experiments collecting data from proton-proton collisions ocurring on LHC [4] , the biggest accelerator ever built. A scheme of LHCb detector is shown on Figure 2 . The LHCb detector is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the pseudorapidity range 1.5 < η < 5 η = − ln tan θ 2 , described in detail in [5] . 
II. OBJECTIVES
The aim of this research is to measure the cross section of central exclusive production of muon pairs produced by LHC pp collisions and collected by LHCb detector. The center-of-mass collision energies are √ s = 7 TeV for the data acquired on 2011 and √ s = 8 TeV for 2012 data. To determine the cross section of any process it is necessary to know how many times the process happens (N ) in a sample with integrated luminosity given by L:
Many different processes can, and do, occur therefore a selection must be applied to separate the relevant process from others. This selection is not perfect and an efficiency (ε) is determined using simulated events.
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The yield of events (N CEP ) is obtained by a fit on dimuon's square transverse momentum. It is expected two main contributions on this distribution: CEP (very sharp and near from zero) and inelastic production (with broader and flatter distribution) [6] .
The cross section is then determined by:
III. DATASETS
The integrated luminosity collected by LHCb is approximately 1 fb −1 on 2011 and 2 fb −1 on 2012. The invariant mass distribution after the reconstruction using muon tracks is shown on Figure 3 . This work employs simulated samples to determine the efficiency of our selection. The generator used is LPair [7] and the LHCb detector and reconstruction software [8] is used to obtain the same variables as used in real data. The invariant mass distribution after the reconstruction using LPair samples is shown on Figure 4 . 
IV. CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENT A. Selection
An online selection [9] is applied to choose the many relevant processes for the LHCb collaboration. This selection is done in two steps: Level-0 trigger (based almost purely on hardware responses) and a High Level trigger (using some software response).
For this analysis the online selection was done by accepting only events satisfying the following characteristics: SPD is part of the particle identification system on LHCb. It is represented on the Figure 2 between the M1 (muon chamber) and ECAL (electromagnetic calorimeter). The SPD multiplicity is the number of tracks detected by SPD and it shall be very low if the aim is to measure the CEP process of two muons.
On the other hand, in CEP processes, protons interact almost elastically and the net transverse momentum (p T ) of all products (in this case, the dimuon) shall be very small. Yet, as the muons are much more lighter than protons, the individual amount of transverse momentum will be larger (with a back-to-back behavior).
The offline selection applied is represented on Table 2 . To minimize board effects of detection it was selected events within a smaller pseudorapidity range.
The variables are described succinctly on the lines below. The χ 2 variable is defined as the quality of the reconstruction of a track using the hits left by the original track on detector.
Long tracks are defined as tracks that left hits since its creation, on VELO, until the last subdetector, M5 muon chamber.
Muon tracks are defined as tracks that left electronic signature on ECAL and on muon chambers but not on HCAL (hadronic calorimeter).
There are, at least, two important kinematic aspects from the CEP of muon pairs. As it was already pointed out, it is expected that dimuon has a small transverse momentum. This aspect explains the range chosen for dimuon p 2 T . On the other hand, the relevant process is the continuum CEP of muons. Therefore it is necessary to remove explicitly the mass windows containing all resonances. Specifically we remove the low mass resonances (ρ, a, η, et cetera) rejecting any event with dimuon invariant mass smaller than 1.5 GeV/c 2 . For the J/ψ we remove all events within 2.796 and 3.196 GeV/c 2 . The ψ(2S) resonance is rejected by cutting out events with mass between 3.586 and 3.786 GeV/c 2 . A last rejection window from 9 to 10.6 GeV/c 2 is responsible to take out the Υ resonances from our samples. After the selection has been applied, 121.466 candidates remain in the 2011 sample, and 205.863 in the 2012 sample.
The efficiencies of online and offline selection are calculated using simulated samples. The efficiency is defined as
and a binomial error is assigned as the statistical uncertainty [10] . The calculated efficiencies are
ε offline ( √ s = 8TeV) = (38.62 ± 0.12)%.
1. Luminosity
As the cuts selects only events with a limited number of tracks, the luminosity available for this work is smaller than the usual luminosity. These cuts are directly related with the topology of the event. In fact, limiting the number of tracks they limit the number of collision points and it constrains the number of events useful for this research. A fraction of single interaction is then applied to the usual luminosity measurement and the effective luminosity is defined as the product f SI L. The effective luminosities for 2011 and 2012 samples are shown below.
B. Fits
After selections an unbinned fit [11] is performed using the dimuon's square transverse momentum distribution. The template for the signal contribution is obtained from simulated sample and for the background contribution (mainly inelastic production) a double exponential is assigned: The cross section of CEP was measured and a good agreement is seen with lead-order preview. This method will be also used in others cross section measurements as double meson CEP. An equivalent analysis will be performed using the Run 2 LHCb data (2015, 2016 and 2017) . A similar analysis can be performed with ion collisions.
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